
Notes for teachers:

Barnardos is Ireland’s largest children’s charity and we help transform the lives of 

vulnerable children. Our mission is that all children in Ireland get to reach their 

potential. With support from Google.org, the Barnardos Online Safety Programme 

delivers workshops or webinars in schools to children aged 8-12 about how to be safe 

online. These workshops take a positive approach to online safety, asking children to 

be S.T.A.R.s online and to learn 4 simple rules to be safe, resilient and positive 

online.

S – stay safe online

T- think smart

A – ask for help

R is for reach out and be kind

To compliment these 45 minute workshops/webinars, we’ve also developed these 

lesson plans for teachers to help expand on the messages we’ve given. When 

schools are closed due to Covid restrictions, these video lessons also act as stand 

alone lessons, or blended learning. This is the final lesson that looks at R is for 

Reach out and Be Kind. The video for children is about 10-15 minutes long. These 

slides have the same content but are for teachers/educators. There is a worksheet 

that compliments the lesson and it has  activities attached to it. 

This lesson looks at two things:

- Explaining what cyberbullying is



- Explaining how to reach out and be kind to others online: how to be an upstander



1 min

Key message: This lesson is about online behaviour and tries to show you how to 

use the internet in a positive way. It looks at cyberbullying and shows you ways to 

reach out and be kind to others online. 

This is Rob. He is the drummer in our online safety band and unfortunately he has 

had a hard time online. Sometimes he doesn’t always understand if people are joking 

on the internet and he reacts very angrily. In this lesson, we hope to help Rob 

understand what cyberbullying is and how to help others online by reaching out and 

being kind to them. 



1min

Key messages: There are two parts to this lesson to help Rob understand people’s 

online behaviour.

1) We will look at cyberbullying – what it is, why people do it and what to do if it 

happens to you. 

2) How to be an Upstander – how to reach out and be kind to others and use the 

internet in a positive way. 



2mins

Key messages: Definition of bullying

What is bullying? Can anyone define it? 

According to the Cambridge English dictionary, bullying Is

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bullying



2 mins

Key messages: In what ways can people bully?

On your worksheet, fill out activity 1 whereby it asks you the different ways that 

people can bully (Physical bullying (hitting/punching), Emotional bullying (Saying 

mean things/calling names), Online bullying (bullying using technology or on the 

internet) 

In pairs, or on your own, fill out the 3 different tables with examples of how people can 

bully in different ways. 



2 mins

Key messages: In what ways can people bully?

On your worksheet, fill out activity 1 whereby it asks you the different ways that 

people can bully (Physical bullying (hitting/punching), Emotional bullying (Saying 

mean things/calling names), Online bullying (bullying using technology or on the 

internet) 

In pairs, or on your own, fill out the 3 different tables with examples of how people can 

bully in different ways. 



2 mins

Key messages: Understanding why some people bully in the first place?

Why do you think people bully?



1 mins

Key message: Definition of cyberbullying

Today’s lesson is all about reaching out to others on the internet – so it is really 

looking at online bullying. We’ve looked already at online bullying and you’ve given 

examples of how online bullying can happen. 

Can anyone give me a definition of cyberbullying? 



2 mins

Key messages: Things can be misunderstood online. Count to 10 and don’t post 

when you’re angry. It is always better to clarify things face to face. 

So we know that people can sometimes act without thinking online, without thinking of 

the consequences and how it can make others feel. It can be easy to do this as the 

person isn’t in front of them 

In this situation Rob is a bit angry or upset as he gets this message from Harry. It 

says ‘hey man, your drumming is sick’. Rob writes back ‘what do you mean?!’ and he 

seems a bit mad. 

What do you think is happening here? Do you think this is a nice message from 

Harry? 



3 mins

Key messages: Although bullying is bullying, the context is different online

How is online bullying different to traditional bullying? Can anyone give me 

examples?

1) Things can be misunderstood online. You might send what you think is a nice or 

a funny message. But because the receiver can’t see your face when they get the 

message, they might misunderstand the message and get upset or confused. 

2) It follows you home: If you’re at school and someone is being mean to you 

there. When you’re at home, you should be safe as the bully isn’t with you. With 

cyberbullying, this isn’t the case. The bullying can happen anytime – even at night 

time. 

3) Can by anonymous – in face to face bullying, you know who is being mean to 

you because you can see them. With cyberbullying, people hide behind screens 

and make new avatars and usernames so you don’t actually know who the bullies 

are. 

4) Can come from multiple accounts – in the same way, you can get lots of mean 

messages as they can all come from separate acccounts so it can be very 

overwhelming

5) You lose control online – we know that once you send a message online, you 

lose control of it. You could send a message or an image to someone else online 

and they could photoshop it or change or alter it in a way that you never meant it 



to be. In the same way, people can make fake accounts in your name pretending 

to be you. 

6) Can be viral- audience is larger – if someone is mean to you face to face, 

whoever is nearby you at that time will see it. But online, the audience can be a lot 

bigger. There could be an embarrassing photo or video of you shared online and 

within a few minutes hundreds or even thousands of people could see it as it can 

be easily shared. 



2 mins

Key messages: Why is behaviour different online?

Do you think people behave different online than they do in the real world? Do you 

think people are more positive or negative online? (usually more negative). Why is 

that? Why would people be mean online but they wouldn’t be as mean face to face? 

Examples:

- They don’t see your face so they can’t see if you’re upset or not

- They share a message or repost a video without always thinking of the 

consequences

- They don’t always see the real-life consequences to their actions online so they 

assume everyone thinks it’s a joke

- Everyone puts their best life online and doesn’t always explain if they are offended 

or upset by things



3 mins

Key messages: Which examples are cyberbullying, which are just a joke?

From our last example there with Harry and Rob, it is clear that sometimes things can 

be a joke for some people and not a joke for others. That’s why cyberbullying can be 

confusing and can cause so much hurt. 

In your worksheets now, do activity 2 and rank how serious these different examples 

are. You might think that some are fine, are not serious or not hurtful. If you think that, 

you rank them 1. If you think they are very serious and indicate cyberbullying to you, 

then you rank them 5. It will be interesting to see if you and the other students in your 

class have the same ranking system. 



2 mins

Key messages: There are some examples which are definitely cyberbullying, there 

are others when it is unclear. It is always important to remember that what is a joke to 

you, might not be a joke to others so always ‘think before you post’ 

Repeated mean messages – definitely cyberbullying

An argument online – not cyberbullying. It is ok to disagree with others, but it is best 

not to be nasty about things online. 

Sending embarrassing photos  - yes, cyberbullying (especially if you didn’t give 

permission to send them)

Sending a funny picture – no, not cyberbullying

A sarcastic remark online – it depends. Sarcastic remarks are not very nice and it 

can depend on the situation.

Ganging up on someone in a game – yes, can be cyberbullying

Deliberately excluding people (removing them from whatsapp groups) – yes, this 

can be cyberbullying

False report – yes, this can be cyberbullying if it is clear that you’ve done nothing 

wrong and people are reporting you just to be annoying

Making a fake account – yes, this is cyberbullying



Voice over/Animation video (1.5 mins)



2 mins

Key messages: What should Rob have done differently?

Rob stayed quiet and told no body about the bullying he was experiencing. What 

should Rob have done instead? 



2 mins

Key messages: What should you do if cyberbullying happens to you



1 min

Key messages: How to use the internet in a positive way – how to be an ‘Upstander’

We know that online bullying can ruin lives and can be really upsetting. How can we 

prevent this? How can we reach out and be kind to others online?



1 min

Key messages: How to turn from a ‘Bystander’ to an ‘Upstander’ 

What can children do if this were to happen to them or their friends, to make the 

online world a nicer place.



2mins

Key messages: Sometimes young people can intervene and whilst trying to help 

they can make things worse

Young people love ‘Drama’ and sometimes this can make the situation worse.



2 mins

Key messages: Examples of being an ‘Upstander’

The previous examples made the situation worse, give examples of how you could be 

a good upstander in this situation 



2 min

Key messages: Positive ‘Upstander’ comments



1 min

Key messages: Ways to an ‘Upstander’ 

Positive steps to take to be a good digital citizen.



1 min

Key messages: Kindness matters

One simple random act of kindness can cause a ripple of healing, always be kind 

when using your digital device



2mins

Key messages: Top Tips to staying safe online

Reach out and be kind, to play your part on the internet, always, always be kind







Looks good


